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Economy Sending Mixed but Positive Signals into Year-End

The stock-market rally – which some call a Trump
rally and others see as a post-election-relief rally that would
happen regardless of outcome – continued into the holiday-
shortened Thanksgiving week. Fired entirely by post-elec-
tion gains, November is on pace to exceed its normal
monthly return. Overall, November has averaged 1.61%
capital appreciation on the S&P 500 since 1980. In post-
presidential-election Novembers since 1980, however, the
S&P 500 has averaged a sparse 0.8% gain. And post-elec-
tion Decembers are even worse on the S&P 500, with just
an average 0.5% gain, compared with average 1.87% ap-
preciation for all Decembers since 1980.

With a current 2.3%-plus gain, the S&P 500 is well
ahead of the post-election norm for this November; can it
also avoid the subpar performance that has plagued most
post-election Decembers? Fortunately, the economic envi-
ronment is sending generally positive signals. The fact that
the rally has been strongest in economically sensitive areas,
including risk-on sectors and small- and mid-cap stocks, sug-
gests that investors believe the economy is expanding. Fol-
lowing the best GDP reading in two years and the first posi-
tive EPS-growth quarter in six, the markets may be signaling
further room to run into year-end.

ECONOMIC DATA:
CHOPPY INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY…
The mid-November release of October industrial produc-
tion and capacity utilization showed no change in activity
and a notch down in plant usage. Industrial production was
flat in October, after a -0.2% dip in September. Capacity
utilization slipped to 73.3% from 75.6% in September. The
board of governors of the Federal Reserve, which is respon-
sible for this release, noted that revisions to the index for
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utilities were responsible for the downward revision in ca-
pacity usage even though production was unchanged.

Beyond the index revisions, the report signaled modest
expansion in important categories. During October, manu-
facturing increased 0.2%. Mining output rose 2.1%, for its
largest monthly increase since March 2014. Amid unexpect-
edly warm weather, the index for utilities declined 2.6%,
wiping out the mining and manufacturing gains.

It is little wonder miners are stepping up activity, given
the trend in industrial commodity prices and in industrial
metals in particular. In just the past month, both industrial
commodity prices and industrial metals have increased in
high-single-digit percentages. And since the dollar first came
off its highs last winter, CRB industrial materials are up over
20% while CRB industrial metals are up more than 40%.

The ongoing rise in commodities prices has not been
meaningfully blunted by post-election strength in the dollar.
According to Argus Chief Investment Strategist Peter Canelo,
investors studying the DXY dollar may be looking in the
wrong place when searching for clues regarding future ex-
port and industrial manufacturing activity. DXY overweights
contributions from euro, yen and sterling, giving those cur-
rencies a collective 83.0% weight. The Fed’s own major trad-
ing partners (MTP) dollar gives those currencies a 26.4%
weighting, an appropriate discount given that Canada, China
and Mexico are much more significant trading nations for
the U.S. The MTP dollar rose after the election but remains
below January highs.

The third quarter of 2016 appears to be a watershed
period for the industrial economy. Strategist Canelo looks
more closely at year-over-year trends than at the monthly
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changes recorded in the government’s economic releases; the
year-over-year trend is unequivocal. Durable goods orders ex-
cluding transportation equipment grew at a 3.3% pace in the
third quarter, after falling in six of the seven preceding quar-
ters. Non-defense capital goods orders ex aircraft grew at a
5.1% pace in the quarter, following declines in five of seven
preceding quarters.

SIGNS THE CONSUMER
IS WAKING FROM A SUMMER NAP
Across summer, housing and automotive activity appeared to
be stabilizing or consolidating, albeit at high activity levels.
Growth in automotive unit sales has moderated. But the sum-
mer doldrums in housing are over, as hammers ring out across
the land.

After a weather-impacted summer in which rain and
flooding crimped activity, housing starts rose to a more than
nine-year high in October. Starts rose to a seasonally adjusted
annual rate (SAAR) of 1.32 million units, a level not seen since
summer 2007. The month-over-month change of 25.5% was
the highest rate of change since 1982, as starts increased in all
regions. Builders nationwide ramped up construction of single
and multi-family homes. The volatile multi-family category
was up over 60%. Single family starts rose 10.7% to an 869K
SAAR – the highest annualized rate since October 2007.

If references to fall 2007 sound ominous, it is worth not-
ing differences between that pre-crash period and today. By
fall 2007, housing prices had been pumped up by years of specu-
lative buying amid unsustainable mortgage products such as
no-principal ARMs. The Case/Shiller housing price index rose
119% from the first quarter of 1998 to the second quarter of
2006, when prices peaked.

The mortgage lending environment today is much dif-
ferent than it was 10 or 15 years ago. Exotic mortgages have
been replaced by bread-and-butter fixed rate and adjustable
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rate products. The mortgage collateralization industry has
shrunken to a fraction of its former size. Price gains during
the current rally have been sharp but not overly exuberant;
from a low in winter 2012, this index has increased 37% to
current readings.

Moreover, consumers are in better shape, with nearly
seven million jobs added in the past three years and wages
finally rising. Initial jobless claims reported in mid-Novem-
ber were at the lowest level since November 1973. The match
of jobs to workers remains less than optimal; and too many
manufacturing jobs have been replaced by service jobs that
pay 30%-50% less.

Still, a larger swath of the population is finding work.
The U6 unemployment rate, a measure that captures all un-
employed as well as people marginally attached to the labor
force, has declined more rapidly in the past year (to 9.5%
from 9.8%) than the widely followed U3 rate, which has
inched down to 4.9% from 5.0% over that span.

U.S. retail sales rose a better-than-expected 0.8% in
October month-over-month, following an upwardly revised
1.0% gain in September. Excluding autos, gasoline, build-
ing materials, and food services, so-called “core” retail sales
also rose 0.8% in October, after a 0.3% monthly gain in
September. On a year-over-year basis, core retail sales for
October 2016 were up 4.3% from October 2015. Retail sales
are about to hit their strongest period as the Thanksgiving
decorations are taken down and are replaced with holly and
snowflakes.

CONCLUSION
Investors appear to welcome the conclusion of the election.
With the data generally strengthening and earnings ready
for growth against easier comparisons in coming quarters,
we continue to expect a typically strong close to the 2016
trading year.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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